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6 Antarctica during the IPY:

7 TerraSAR-X images the Recovery Glacier system
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9 The polar regions play an important role in the Earth system.

10 The snow and ice covered ocean and land are sensitive

11 indicators of global climate change and are themselves

12 drivers for change. In March 2007 the International Polar

13 Year (IPY) initiated collaborative polar research on a

14 worldwide scale. The IPY is successor to the International

15 Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957/1958, which ushered in the

16 modern era of polar science. Today’s IPY goes beyond IGY

17 by enabling scientists to use for the first time data from

18 spaceborne instruments. By using innovative remote sensing

19 methods and techniques, detailed views of the entire Arctic

20 and Antarctic regions can be achieved and placed in a global

21 context. They complement observations from ground sta-

22 tions or airborne and shipborne measurement campaigns.

23 The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), one of

24 the organizers of the IPY, has established the Space Task

25 Group (STG) charged with coordinating Earth observation

26 missions in support of IPY projects (Jezek K, Drinkwater

27 M, 2008, Global interagency IPY polar snapshot year:

28 an update. Environ Geol 55:1379–1380). This includes

29 satellite operations but also data reception, processing and

30dissemination. The STG goals are particularly challenging

31for high resolution optical and microwave sensor opera-

32tions because careful planning is needed to manage

33resources associated with very high data volumes. Micro-

34wave instruments include Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

35capable of making observations through clouds and during

36either the day or night. Thus, the physical properties of ice

37sheets such as ice sheet surface motion, ice sheet topo-

38graphy, and ice margin position can be systematically

39investigated year round even at the most remote locations.

40The German Aerospace Center (DLR) is a member of the

41Space Task Group and contributes to IPY mainly with its X-

42band (9.65 GHz) mission TerraSAR-X. Under the scientific

43auspices of the GIIPSY project (Global Inter-agency IPY Polar

44Snapshot Year) November 2008 marked the beginning of the

45IPY coordinated activities for TerraSAR-X with acquisitions

46over a tributary ice stream feeding into the Recovery Glacier

47(81�S, 20�W) in Antarctica. The entire continent was imaged

48in parallel by the Canadian Radarsat-2 satellite.

49Most spaceborne SARs are built such that the radar beam

50points to the right with respect to the satellite ground track

51that does not pass exactly over the Poles. Therefore, the areas

52south of about 80�S cannot be imaged by right looking radar

53sensors. TerraSAR-X and Canadian Radarsat satellites have

54a unique attribute to image left and right, thus enabling

55observation of the portion of Antarctica close to the South

56Pole. Using its large swath width (150 km) and 25-m pixel

57size, Radarsat-2 carried out the first dual polarization map-

58ping of Antarctica in late 2008. TerraSAR-X has a narrower

59swath (30 km), but extremely fine spatial resolution of 3

60metres. So it focuses on selected, smaller, very complex areas

61of high scientific interest on the ice sheet. In the case of snow

62and ice, the penetration depth of the microwaves is reduced

63for the smaller wavelength. Therefore, the radar response at
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64 X-band is more sensitive than at C-band to surface and near

65 surface physical properties like wetness and roughness of the

66 imaged area. This makes TerraSAR-X a valuable tool for

67 regular and spatially extended investigations of fine struc-

68 tures on ice and snow surfaces. Features like flow lines and

69 crevasses can be observed in detail and used to study flow

70 dynamics of glaciers and ice streams.

71 The Recovery Glacier system is of great scientific interest

72 because of its role in discharging East Antarctic ice to the sea

73 and because it has been discovered subsequently that the

74 flow of the glacier is likely controlled by the presence of

75 subglacial lakes near the onset of faster glacier flow.

76 Up to now, the only available SAR mapping of the

77 Recovery Glacier system was carried out in 1997 with

78 Radarsat-1 within the Radarsat-1 Antarctic Mapping Project

79 (RAMP). Due to careful mapping of shear margins and flow

80 stripes, RAMP measurements revealed the extent of these

81 glaciers into the deep interior of East Antarctica. In 1997 only

82 the northerly portion of the main trunk of Recovery Glacier and

83 its confluence with several long but narrow tributary glaciers

84 were mapped interferometrically and ice sheet surface velocity

85 was calculated. Speeds are on the order of 100–200 m/y.

86 Eleven years later, the next high-resolution spaceborne

87 observations of Recovery Glacier were acquired using the

88 TerraSAR-X satellite in its left looking mode (Fig. 1). The

89 highly detailed TerraSAR-X data very clearly delineate flow

90 stripes, shear margins and individual crevasses. Surprisingly

91some of the larger crevasses can be observed in both the 1997

92and 2008 data, allowing for an estimate of the 11-year average

93surface velocity. The imaging was repeated at 11-day inter-

94vals between 30 October 2008 and 26 January 2009, thus

95enabling another estimate of surface velocity using SAR

96interferometry (InSAR). InSAR uses phase difference

97between two coherent SAR images of the same scene to create

98an interferogram (Fig. 1) from which it is possible to retrieve

99surface displacement on the order of fractions of a wave-

100length. The extensive TerraSAR-X data will provide for the

101first time the surface velocity field of the entire tributary ice

102stream. For the northerly portion of the tributary where both

1031997 and 2008 data are available, a decadal scale comparison

104of velocities will be used to estimate glacier accelerations.

105Flow speed variations are observed on other glaciers and can

106be caused by changes in the distribution of basal water or

107changes in downstream forces that retard ice stream motion.

108Ice sheet surface velocity is a crucial parameter for

109evaluating ice sheet mass balance and for estimating

110important controls on ice sheet dynamics. These investiga-

111tions will help address a critical limitation in climate models

112that do not yet have the ability to predict the observed rapid

113changes in the ice sheet behaviour with consequent impacts

114on local oceanography and global sea level. Further infor-

115mation and images can be found at the following URLs:

116http://www.dlr.de/tsx/, http://bprc.osu.edu/rsl/GIIPSY/ and

117http://www.ipy.org/.

118

Fig. 1 Mosaic of the tributary

ice stream of Recovery Glacier

in Antarctica (centre) was

computed from TerraSAR-X

acquisitions between November

2008 and January 2009. The

area (location shown in the

insert upper right) is about

300 km by 70 km and was

imaged with spatial resolution

of 3.0 m. The high quality

interferogram (lower left) of a

small area reveals the great

potential to retrieve accurate

surface velocities of the ice

stream
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